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features & benefits
Teknion has partnered with Wilkhahn to offer the Wilkhahn AT chair by Teknion - an award
winning upholstered task chair with fluid lines and harmonious forms.
The most noticeable attribute of the Wilkhahn AT chair is its beautiful, sculpted design.
Design simplicity makes this task chair human and approachable. Its high-performance
ergonomic capabilities are a discovery experience for users who require a comfortable chair
for long-term use.

Wilkhahn AT embraces intuitive Free-2-move capability with integrated, synchronously
supporting 3D kinematics called Trimension®. The self-centering suspension of the seat
shell is combined with automatic weight adjustment. Trimension activates the natural range
of motion that the human pelvis is capable of and matches the way joints function −- flexing,
extending, leaning sideways or rotating the pelvis. It encourages natural and fluid motion in
all directions so that users immediately benefit.
Standard features such as seat-depth adjustment, lumbar-height adjustment and 4D arms
further enhance movement and ergonomic comfort. The chair is BIFMA tested, has a
300-pound (136kg) weight capacity and is available with a Black or White frame finish.
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operating instructions
3D kinematics
The Wilkhahn AT chair’s 3D kinematics ensures perfectly synchronized movements
in all directions of the seat and backrest.
The combination of the 3D synchronous adjustment mechanism with a highly
elastic seat and backrest guarantees the counter pressure adapts automatically
to any movement made, or posture adopted by, the seated user.
As a result, the body is supported in any position and maintains its center of
gravity. Synchronous forwards and backwards movement allows a tilt angle of
up to 12°°° in the seat and up to 26° in the backrest. The seat and back tilt sideways
from the horizontal up to 12°°°°.

seat/back lock

seat height
The lever located on the
right, underneath the front
edge of the seat, precision
adjusts seating height.

The lever located on the left,
underneath the front edge
of the seat, locks the seat
and backrest in a neutral
horizontal 0 position.

seat depth

lumbar

To extend or shorten the
integrated seat depth to
your specific requirements,
pull out the knob on the
right side underneath the
seat and turn it to the front
or rear.

The lumbar support height
adjusts in eight positions by
a total of 60 mm. Grab the
backrest with both hands
and lock the lumbar support
in the position desired to
obtain the required height.

4D arms
Standard 4D arms adjust
up and down, forward and
backward, in and out as well
as pivot.

